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in the nintendo 3ds version, the game gives us a very real sense of an arcade-style game, given the large number of
hidden characters and secret stages seen on other platforms. as it stands on the wii u, we find that tekken tag tournament
2 on wii u is a hugely entertaining, if somewhat limited, arcade-style experience. it's a simple matter to find that the game

really would have benefited from the inclusion of more quality matches found elsewhere, but nevertheless tekken tag
tournament 2 on wii u appears to be everything you could hope for. all of the characters are available from the outset and

the unlockables include a selection of costumes and accessories - making the game a truly complete package for true
tekken fans. tekken tag tournament 2 hits nintendo's shiny new console with a bang: the wii u edition comes loaded with

all of the hidden characters and stages of the xbox 360 and ps3 versions completely unlocked from the get-go, along with a
range of tasty nintendo-themed additions supplying some obligatory fan service. there are also a number of gameplay and

balance tweaks, making the wii u edition the most complete version of tekken tag tournament 2 available by far. the
game's most notable addition however - in addition to the xmb and d-pad controls - is the familiar capcom network play
and online battles against friends via the gamepad. while the original xbox tekken tag tournament was a bit clumsy in

implementing a network play for those who couldnt connect directly to the internet using the console, we weren't thrilled
with the hurdles that stood in the way of using the feature. but not the case with the wii u version, and in all honesty we

think its a far more useable feature than it was on the original xbox. at the very least you can rest assure that its a feature
that works - for the most part.
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the new tekken tag tournament 2 remains one of my favourite fighting games of all time. it's received plenty of graphical
upgrades, dlc and post-release content - not to mention the recent announcement of a wii u edition - and new content will

continue to be added for the foreseeable future, with more amiibo-related fighters announced in july. in april, the game
also received a patch for the ps3 and 360 versions that increased the overall game length and made a number of other

changes and additions. it's a great game, and i would highly recommend it to any tekken fan. so when i saw namco
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released a tekken tag tournament 2 ps3-duplex edition for the wii u with a lack of local play, a wii u-only cast list of
characters and a few extra multiplayer modes, i was intrigued. and then i saw the price on amazon - £59.99, a 40% price
increase from the nearest matching model available (the ps3/360 release, which currently costs £34.99 on a weekend of
50% off games at amazon). tekken tag tournament 2 features a mode where up to three ps3 players can compete online

over a local network to defeat a foe in an ai-controlled mode, for a total of eight ps3-exclusive characters. the wii u version
doesn't support the mode and instead features pre-fight multiplayer to provide an extra incentive to pack the console in

with a handful of friends, as well as eight new modes. all of these modes are more or less the same in structure, although
the wii u mode adds a time attack component to the wii motion plus versions of tournament, replay, and survival. we find

that the wii u version of the game features a few major visual issues in comparison to the other versions of the game. these
include low-quality textures that appear when a character mashes the b button, a slight halo when zoomed in on

characters via the virtual boy mode, and of course a bare-bones and noticeable frame rate drop in the wii u version that
does appear to be a programmable area, taking into consideration the fact that it's not as noticeable on other platforms.

the wii u version's only apparent added feature is an extra requirement for the wii motion plus system. tekken tag
tournament 2 on wii u is a capable game, but like the nintendo 3ds version we feel that the end result is a little

underwhelming. 5ec8ef588b
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